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SpARCS & GOGREEN teams

● Gillian Wilson (PI SpARCS), Michael Balogh 
(PI GOGREEN), Adam Muzzin, Chris 
Lidman, Remco van der Burg, Tracy Webb, 
Allison Noble, Howard Yee, Michael Cooper, 
Ricardo Demarco, Pierluigi Cerulo, Jeffrey 
Chan, Greg Rudnick, Dennis Zaritsky, 
Eelco van Kampen, Ryan Foltz, Anna 
Delahaye, and many others on at least 5 
continents. 



  

Red Sequence: “retirement” from 
significant star formation

Old View 
(empirical)

New View (more physics)



  

What regulates star 
formation?

Inflow

Mergers Recycling



  

Gas

Ram Pressure
(image: Schindler et al. 2008)

Strangulation, Starvation, or (for high initial 
SFR) Overconsumption



  

Other Galaxies

Harassment Mergers and Other Slow Tidal Encounters



  

Morphology-Density 
Relation



  

Chicken (cluster) Or Egg 
(massive E/S0)?

Do clusters simply form in places with the most “suicidal” 
massive galaxies, or do the clusters themselves do the dirty 
work? There's evidence that it's a bit of both.

Nantais et 
al. 2013a

Muzzin et al. 2012



  

Finding baby clusters 
of teenage galaxies

● With just z-3.6 we find clusters at 0.8 < z < 1.35; with 
z-3.6 y 3.6-4.5 we find clusters between 1.35 < z < 2.

Muzzin et al. 2013



  

SpARCS clusters: z 
> 1.35

Nantais et al. 2016



  

Galaxy mass function hardly 
changes.

Nantais et al. 2016 (dashed lines van der Burg et al. 2013)



  

But presence of star 
formation does.

Nantais et al. 2017Nantais et al. 2016

And in particular, it changes more in groups and clusters than elsewhere.
Quenching Efficiency (Conversion Fraction) = (N

pa,cluster
-N

pa,field
)/N

sf,field



  

Other recent findings at z = 1.6

Top: Delahaye et al. 2017
Bottom: Noble et al. 2017



  

GOGREEN: filling in 
the gap

● Open questions: when exactly do clusters end 
star formation in the bulk of their galaxies?  
And what about groups, which also tend to 
suppress star formation?

● GOGREEN Survey (leader M. Balogh) 
studies 21 clusters and groups at 1 < z < 1.5, 
the range where we saw that big boost in 
quenching efficiency in Nantais et al. (2017)

● Survey almost as complete as it will get; one 
paper out (Balogh et al. 2017), more to come



  

Lots of Gemini spectra + imaging

Balogh et al. (2017)



  

What might 
GOGREEN find?

● Clusters are predicted to grow a lot from their origins at z~2 to 
the start of their heyday at z ~1, and something may be going on 
between z ~ 1.2 and z ~ 1.6 especially...but we need to confirm.

Nantais et al. (unpublished, early draft of N+17) Muldrew, Hatch, & Cooke 2015



  

Summary
● Warm or hot intergalactic gas and lots of galactic 

neighbors help shut off star formation in galaxies, and 
have done so since the galaxies were in mid to late 
adolescence.  But we still need to know when and where it 
really got started, to understand the physics behind it (and 
how dominant processes change with time).

● Galaxy clusters at redshifts z > 0.8, and especially z > 1.3, 
are useful for this, and IR surveys are great for finding 
them.

● Evidence suggests that environment starts to matter a lot 
somewhere between z ~ 1.6 and z ~ 1.2-1.3.

● GOGREEN, combining 21 clusters from different types of 
surveys, can improve understanding of what happens in 
the above gap.
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